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PROGRAM

OVERTURE "DON GIOVANNI"  Mozart
SECOND CONCERTINO IN F (Oboe and strings)  Vogt
  LOIS TURBITT, Soloist
SUITE "THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD"  Handel
  Introduction and Fugue
  Adagio
  ELIZABETH CROOKS, Flute
  Finale

HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC INSTITUTE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

VIOLIN SOLOK, Conductor

HOE DOWN FROM "RODEO"  SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

DOUBLE CONCERTO IN D MINOR—First Movement  WESLEY FISK AND MARK SOKOL, Soloist
FROM OUTDOOR LIFE (Three Western Pieces)  SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
  Sun Up  Star Canyon Vista  Star On
  FIRST PERFORMANCE
TRAUERMUSIK (For Viola and Strings)  STANLEY CHAPPLE, Conductor, and VILEM SOKOL
  The performance of this work is dedicated to the memory of Hazel G., a member of the Faculty of the School of Music, 1942.
THE STRING ORCHESTRA

MARCH CAPRICE

PRELUDE IN E FLAT MINOR  SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

COLONIAL PORTRAITS  SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
  Colonial Gardens (Minuet)
  Dance of the Haymakers (Bouree)
THE STRING ORCHESTRA

SYMPHONY NO. 6 IN B MINOR  SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
  Allegro con grazia
  Allegro molto vivace

HIGH SCHOOL INSTITUTE CONCERT BAND

WILLIAM D. COLE, Conductor

WEST POINT MARCH  Egner
SYMPHONY NO. 3—First Movement  Gliere
MARCH AND CHORALE  Washburn
WALTZES FROM "DER ROSENKAVALER"  Strauss
SELECTIONS FROM "THE MUSIC MAN"  Willson
MARCH "TOTEM POLE"  Osterling
HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC INSTITUTE SYMPHONY 
AND STRING ORCHESTRA

VILEM SOKOL, Conductor

HOE DOWN FROM "RODEO" ......................................... Copland

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

DOUBLE CONCERTO IN D MINOR—First Movement ............... Bach

WESLEY FISK AND MARK SOKOL, Soloists

FROM OUTDOOR LIFE (Three Western Pieces) ................. George McKay

Sun Up ★ Canyon Vista ★ On the Road

FIRST PERFORMANCE

TRAUERMUSIK (For Viola and Strings) ........................... Hindemith

STANLEY CHAPPLE, Conductor, and VILEM SOKOL, Viola

The performance of this work is dedicated to the memory of Hazel Gertrude Kinsella, a member of the Faculty of the School of Music, 1942–60.

THE STRING ORCHESTRA

MARCH CAPRICE ....................................................... Delius

PRELUDE IN E FLAT MINOR ...................................... Shostakovich-Stokowski

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

COLONIAL PORTRAITS .............................................. Granville English

Colonial Gardens (Minuet)

Dance of the Haymakers (Bourree)

THE STRING ORCHESTRA

SYMOPHY NO. 6 IN B MINOR ....................................... Tschaikowsky

Allegro con grazia

Allegro molto vivace

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Ahola, Janice
Anderson, Corinne—Queen Anne
Arnston, Linnea—Highline
Bettin, Susan—Roosevelt
Baum, Linda—W. Wilson
Bean, Judy—Ballard
Bennett, Linda—Sealth
Berquist, James—Marshall
Boad, Roy—Belfair
Boehn, Frank—Clover Park
Born, Sharon—Grand Junction, Colo.
Carlson, Thomas—Mt. Rainier
Carney, Cathleen—Holy Names
Chapin, Gloria—Kirkland
Cole, Dorothy—Morgan
Compton, Philip—Garfield
Crookes, Elizabeth—Garfield
Davis, Carolene—Denny
Dawson, David—Anacortes
Decaro, Arden—Garfield
DeCou, Marcy—Garfield
Dempsey, Dennis—Franklin
DeMuyck, Donna—Sumner
Duffy, James—Shoreline
Dungan, Mary—Roosevelt
Fisk, Wesley—Ballard
Fletcher, Mary Ann—Olympia
Gallagher, Edward—Ingraham
Geballe, Thomas—Roosevelt
Glenden, Sid—W. Seattle
Glennman, Larry—Garfield
Goldsmith, John—Edmonds
Gonzalez, Susan—Ballard
Gregory, Barbara—Sealth
Guerci, Joe—W. Seattle
Gustavson, Karla—Edmonds
Hansen, Kristine D.—Sumner
Hansen, Kristine J.—Enamulaw
Hansen, Llew—Ingraham
Harpert, Nettie—Franklin
Haugse, William—Sealth
Hazelrigg, Joyce—Olympia
Hess, Richard—Sealth
Hjorth, Donna—Kirkland
Hoch, Kathleen—Poulsbo
Hellinger, James—W. Seattle
Holt, Paul—Roosevelt
Hosterman, Phillip—O‘Dea
Johnson, Marilyn—Queen Anne
Johnson, Mary Ann—Ingraham
Jones, Byron—Ingraham
Katch, Nelle—Roosevelt
Kaufman, Eric—Monroe
Kaufman, Peter—Monroe
Kobstad, Patricia—Franklin
Lehwald, Julie—Roosevelt
Lindgren, Louise—W. Seattle
Lowrie, Margaret—Roosevelt
McFarland, Broden—Roosevelt
McFarland, Merran—Eckstein
McGregor, Charles—Stadium, Tacoma
McNeil, James—Blanchet
Mackenzie, Kenneth—Roosevelt
McNair, Richard—Roosevelt
Morse, Dave—Bellevue
Nelson, Donald—Queen Anne
Newman, Steve—Roosevelt
Nihlen, Merelith—Meany
Nohel, Judy—Poulsbo
O’Neil, Michael—Clove Park
Paice, Richard—Mt. Rainier
Palmer, Florence—Sealth
Palmer, Rae—Shoreline
Pence, Gerard—Lincoln
Putnam, Ann—Mt. Rainier
Putnam, Kathy—Chinook
Putnam, Pamela—Portland, Ore.
Quackenbush, Ann—Ann Arbor, Mich.
Ratibun, Gregory
Reinhardt, Isad—Lincoln, Portland
Richardson, John—No. Thurston
Rider, Lawrence—Franklin
Ritter, Kristin—Roosevelt
Roblee, Richard—Roosevelt
Schaaf, Dwight—Franklin
Schmuck, Frances—Mt. Rainier
Schmitt, John—Queen Anne
Schmitt, Nancy—Queen Anne
Seif, Simon—Hamilton
Smith, Cherl—Ingraham
Spross, Sylvia—Eckstein
Stansieh, Marianne—Whitman
Stephens, Ana—Garfield
Storm, Daniel—Ingraham
Stress, Julianne—Roosevelt
Strommer, Heidi—Olympia
Turbit, Lois—W. Bremerton
Vitons, Nelson—Sharpeles
Volz, Caroline—Broadview
Volz, Mary—Ballard
Wall, Cara—Ballard
Wehr, Kristy—Sultan
Wilkinson, Timothy—W. Wilson
Wyman, Larry—Kirkland